In this work we have performed a QSAR study of atmospheric reactions with hydroxyl radical, at the B3LYP level of theory with 6-31G(d) basis set. Molecular descriptors selected by applying multiple linear stepwise regression (MLR) analysis were used to predict the reaction rate constants (-logk OH ) of OH radicals with organic compounds in the atmosphere, including 98 alkenes and 80 aromatic compounds. For setting our reactions, we have calculated 98 alkenes and 80 aromatic compounds. A four-descriptor MLR model (rms = 0.102 and R 2 = 0.938) for 98 alkenes was developed based on the number of R=CHX functional group counts, E HOMO parameter, and Fukui indices of the double-bonded C atoms. We found vinyl chemicals with conjugated double bonds and electron-donor substituents are the most reactive systems; while alkenes with multiple halogen substitutions are the least reactive molecules. Additionally, a three-descriptor MLR model (rms = 0.282 and R 2 = 0.910) was built to predict OH radical rate constants for 80 aromatic compounds, which was dominated by the E HOMO parameter, a topological descriptor for steric hindrance, and the most positive net atomic charge on hydrogen atoms. Aromatics with electron-donor and electron-acceptor groups, respectively, possess high and low degradation rates. The halogen aromatics are less reactive, especially for aromatics with multiple halogen substitutions. In comparison to existing models, the two models obtained in this paper show better statistical quality.
INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, large amounts of organic compounds have emitted into the atmosphere. They may cause photochemical air pollution, acid deposition, long-rang transport of chemicals, changes of the stratospheric ozone layer, global weather modification, etc., through a complex array of chemical and physical transformations. 1 These chemicals can be chemically transformed in the troposphere by reactions with photochemically generated oxidants like OH radicals and ozone during the daytime and NO 3 radicals at night. [2] [3] [4] The reactions of organic pollutants with
• OH in the atmosphere is of great concern because it is the primary process for their degradation and transformation in the daytime, and the behavior and fate of organic compounds in the atmosphere should be assessed according to their reaction rate constants. But only a limited number of experimentally measured rate constants are available. Moreover, all the experimental methods are time-consuming, laborious, costly and equipment dependent. 5 Reaction rates can be predicted with quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) models. 6 QSAR is the process by which molecular structural descriptors are quantitatively correlated with chemical properties or activities of molecules. Being cost-effective and rapid estimation methods, several QSAR models have been successfully developed for predicting the rate constants of many structural heterogeneous compounds with
• OH radicals, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] NO 3 radicals and O 3 .
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Bakken and Jurs developed five-descriptor QSAR models for k OH of 57 unsaturated hydrocarbons and ten-descriptor QSAR models for 312 compounds with multiple linear regression (MLR) and artificial neural networks (ANNs). 7 Pompe et al. used topological indices to develop a 6-parameter MLR model (rms = 0.115) for k OH of 58 unsaturated organic compounds. 8 Gramatica et al. constructed three MLR models for k OH with 4-6 predictor variables. 9, 10 The prediction rms errors were not less than 0.4 log units. Öberg developed a QSAR model with partial least squares (PLS) regression. The model had the prediction standard error of 0.501 log units, through selecting 333 descriptors and compressing to 7 latent variables. 11 Recently, Fatemi and Baher successfully developed six QSAR models for k OH of 98 alkenes, by applying several chemometric tools including MLR, genetic algorithms (GAs), ANNs and support vector machines (SVMs). 12 Wang et al. used 22 molecular descriptors to build a PLS model having a rms error of 0.430 for the test set. 13 All the models stated above are based on molecular structures that were optimized with semi-empirical quantum chemistry methods, AM1 or PM3. In addition, QSAR models based on ANNs or SVMs possess complicated structures, which are unfavorable to extension and application of the models. The aim of this paper is to produce new robust QSAR models for k OH of 98 alkenes and 80 aromatics, by applying the density functional theory (DFT) for geometry optimization.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 2.1. Data collection
The experimental rate constants (k OH ) for the reactions of OH radical with 98 alkenes 12 and 80 aromatics 13 are listed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. These alkenes have been studied by Fatemi . To obtain positive values for k OH , the listed numerical values were the negative logarithm of experimental k OH values reported. The two entire sets contained a wide range of rate constant values, and were characterized by a high degree of structural variety. The experimental -logk OH data in each table were split into a training set (50%) and a test set (50%). The training set was used to develop a MLR model, which was validated with the test set. 
Molecular descriptors
The molecular structure of each compound was sketched first using ChemBioDraw Ultra 11.0. Subsequently, the sketched structure was transferred to Chem3D module and pre-optimized using MM2 force field in ChemBio3D Ultra 11.0 until the minimum rms error became smaller than 0.100 kcal/mol Å. The energy minimized molecules were then fully optimized and calculated using the B3LYP approach in combination with the 6-31G(d) basis set, 19 within Gaussian 09 (Revision A.02). Lastly, two groups of descriptors were calculated for each molecule. One comprises 1664 molecular descriptors that are based on the fully optimized molecular structures and calculated by Dragon software. 20 More information about the types of the molecular descriptors calculated with Dragon software can be found in Dragon software user's guide. 20 The other is the quantum chemical descriptors including the molecular average polarizability (α), the molecular dipole moment (μ), the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (E LUMO ), the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (E HOMO ), the most positive net atomic charge on hydrogen atoms in a molecule (Q H ), the net charge of the most negative atom (q -) and Fukui indices. The former six descriptors (α, μ, E LUMO , E HOMO , Q H , and q -) are presented in the modified theoretical linear solvation energy relationship model. 21 For 98 alkenes C 1 R 3 R 4 =C 2 R 5 R 6 (C 1 contains less pendent groups than C 2 ), three types of Fukui indices were calculated for C 1 and C 2 atoms with following equations: 22, 23 (for electrophilic attack) are , respectively, Mulliken atom charges of the neutral, cationic, and anionic species. Thus six Fukui indices were calculated for each alkene. Similarly, 21 Fukui indices for seven atoms were calculated for each aromatic compound. The seven atoms include the six C atoms in the benzene ring and the atom in substituents, which joins directly to the ring.
Model development
MLR was used to seek an optimum linear combination of variables from the descriptors calculated and develop a MLR model. 24, 25 Some important statistical parameters, such as the correlation coefficient R, standard error SE, t-test, variance inflation factor (VIF) and Sig.-test (or p-value), were used to valuate the variables or models.
The leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation procedure can be used to test the internally predictive ability of a QSAR model. In LOO each chemical is put in the test set once a time in every iterative validation: thus it is a test compound when it is predicted by the model developed on n-1 chemicals. A successful QSPR model should be validated with the test set and satisfies following criteria 26, 27 2 int
0.85 ≤ k ≤ 1.15 or 0.85 ≤ k′ ≤ 1.15 (8) where q 2 is the predictive squared correlation coefficient ( The descriptors present in above models and corresponding values are shown in Tables 1 and 2 ; their meanings and statistical parameters are shown in Table 3 . The results evaluated are listed in Table 4 . Calculated values are listed in Tables 1 and 2 , and plotted versus experimental values in Figs 1 and 2 .
The Sig.-values in Table 3 suggests that all the descriptors in each model are significant; the VIF-test shows that the descriptors are not strongly correlated with each other. From Table 4 , we can conclude that our results satisfy the above accept conditions (Eqs 4-8) .
Comparison of models
In this paper, the rms errors of the training and test sets of alkenes are 0.102 and 0.114, respectively. The mean rms error is 0.108, which is closer to the results (0.106 ~ 0.139) in other MLRs of alkenes. 7, 8 But our model includes more compounds and fewer descriptors. In addition, our model (Eq. 9) and Fatemi's models 12 based on alkenes have the same data set. But the rms errors of the six QSAR models, based on five descriptors and evaluated by a leave-24-out cross-validation test, were above 0.16. 12 Compared with other models in the literature, 7, 8, 12 the present MLR model (Eq. 9) shows better statistical quality. The rms errors of the training and test sets for aromatics in this paper are 0.282 and 0.260, respectively. While the rms errors in previous models [9] [10] [11] 13 containing aromatics and non-aromatics range between 0.391 and 0.501, which are greater than the results in our model (Eq. 10). In addition, the squared correlation coefficient (R 2 = 0.910) in Eq. 10 is greater than that (r 2 = 0.735) of the 4-variable model of k OH for aromatic pollutants in water matrix, 29 which also suggests that our model (Eq. 10) is accurate.
Generally, a QSAR model of k OH , with rms values of around 0.35 log units, can be considered acceptable for screening purposes. 30 Obviously, the models obtained in this paper satisfy this criterion. 
Applicability domain
The Williams plots (i.e. plot of standardized residuals versus leverages) in Figs 3 and 4 were used to visualize respective applicability domains. Predictions for only those compounds that fall into this domain may be considered reliable. 13, 25 The leverage h and warning leverage h* are defined with the following expressions 13, 31 
where x i is the descriptor vector of the considered compound, X is the model matrix derived from the training set descriptor values, n is the number of training compounds and p is the number of model parameters.
Generally, a value of 3 for standardized residual is used as a cut-off value for accepting predictions. High leverage points (h i > h * ) with small standardized residuals (< 3σ) are taken as good high leverage points or good influence points, which stabilize the model and make it more precise. While high leverage points with large standardized residuals (> 3σ) are called bad high leverage points or bad influence points. 31 For alkenes, Fig. 3 shows that two chemicals in the training set have leverage values greater than the warning leverage h * (= 0.306). But their σ values are less than 3. Thus these points can stabilize the model and make it more accurate. In addition, the two chemicals with h > h * and σ < 3 in the test set suggest that the MLR model of alkenes has good generalizability. 13, 31 Similarly, as can be seen from Fig. 4 , there is only one chemical with h > h * ( = 0.300) and σ < 3 in the training set, which exerts a large influence on the model of aromatics. 
Mechanistic interpretation
For the degradation reactions of alkenes, OH radical addition to double bond is the dominant reaction pathway:
• OH + C 1 R 3 R 4 =C 2 R 5 R 6 → C 1 (OH)R 3 R 4 -• C 2 R 5 R 6 . According to the classic structure-activity relationship, the chemical reactivity of vinyl compounds is determined by electronic and steric effects of substituents. Electronic effects include inductive and conjugated effects. 29 Steric effects include the size, position and number of substituents. Electrondonor substituents of alkenes can increase the electron density of double bonds, activate π bonds, and result in high degradation rates for electrophilic attack by OH radical. In addition, conjugated double bonds of alkenes increase electron mobility, inductive effect, molecular polarizability and degradation rates. Therefore, from By the t-test (see Table 3 ), the most significant descriptor in Eq. 9 is N X , which denotes the number of R=CHX functional group and reflects the number of halogen atoms. 20 Halohydrocarbons are classic electrophilic reagents, which are not susceptible to electrophilic attack. Therefore, the molecules with more R=CHX groups tend to have lower k OH values. The second significant descriptor appearing in Eq. 9 is E HOMO . The descriptor E HOMO governs many chemical reactions and characterizes the susceptibility of the molecule toward attack by electrophiles. 6 The OH radical is an electrophilic reagent during the reactions of alkenes with • OH by the radical addition to the >C=C< double bond. An alkene compound with a larger E HOMO tends to lose electrons and leads to increased susceptibility of
• OH attacking and consequently a high k OH value. 13, 15 Thus, the descriptor E HOMO is positively correlated with k OH . According to the t-test, the next two significant descriptors f 1C -and f' 2C -are Fukui indices of C 1 and C 2 atoms for electrophilic attack, respectively. Fukui indices are very useful in characterizing the location of the reactive regions as well as either the nucleophilic or electrophilic behavior. A larger value of Fukui index f 1C -(or f' 2C -) indicates a higher reactivity for C 1 (or C 2 ) atom. Fukui indices f 1C -and f' 2C -are correlated with k OH , which suggests that both C 1 and C 2 exhibit high reactivity when OH radical attacks double bonds of alkenes.
As a strong electrophilic species, OH radical reacts with aromatic compounds by following two routs (Scheme 1). 1 One is H-atom abstraction from the C-H bond of alkyl substituent group (Scheme 1 (a) ). The other is the OH radical addition to one of double bonds from the benzene rings ( Scheme  1 (b) (12.48) . The same trends can be found in other aromatic compounds. These phenomena can be explained by electronic effects of substituents, i.e., electron-donor substituents can activate the benzene ring and increase susceptibility of
• OH attacking, and on the contrary, electronacceptor substituents shift the electron density and deactivate the benzene ring. 29 In addition, Naphthalenes have greater molecular polarizability and higher reaction activity than Benzene. Therefore, it is easy to understand that the compound 1-Naphthol with the strong electron-donor group -OH shows the highest k OH value (-logk OH = 9.26) among 80 aromatics (see Table 2 ). All the halogen derivatives have low k OH values, especially for these compounds with multiple halogen substitutions. For example, 4-Chlorobenzotrifluoride (-logk OH = 12.62) and p-Dichlorobenzene (-logk OH = 12.49) show the lowest k OH values. The reasons are that halogen substituents are electron-acceptor groups and multiple halogen groups have synergistic effects on deactivating benzene rings, and furthermore, decreasing k OH values.
For the model for k OH of alkenes, the most significant descriptor is the number of R=CHX functional group counts, N X . The group deactivates the double bond and decreases the reaction rate. The second descriptor E HOMO characterizes the susceptibility of the molecule toward attack by electrophiles. A larger E HOMO tends to lose electrons and facilitates the degradation of chemicals. Fukui indices of C 1 and C 2 atoms (f 1C -and f' 2C -) characterize the location of the reactive regions for electrophilic attack. A larger value of Fukui index f 1C -(or f' 2C -) indicates a higher reactivity for C 1 (or C 2 ) atom. For the model for k OH of aromatics, the main contribution to degradation rates is E HOMO . A larger E HOMO results in a higher k OH . The topological descriptor Mor17v encodes molecular structure and steric hindrance. A larger descriptor Mor17v indicates greater steric hindrance and consequently decreases the reaction rate constant. Q H can reflect molecular reactivity and polarizability. Thus, the descriptors in each MLR model have clear physical meanings and represent respective major factors affecting the degradation rates k OH .
